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Abstract
We report the case of a 74 year old female who presented with imaging concerning for an intramural hematoma of the ascending aorta.
Despite multiple imaging modalities consistent with intramural hematoma, operative findings confirmed a peri-aortic lymphoma or
what was once lymphoma.

Introduction
Intramural hematomas (IMH) are a potentially ominous finding due to the concern for progression to frank aortic dissection.
Thought to be a variant of aortic dissection without the typical entry/exit site or false lumen flow, IMHs are unpredictable in
their behavior and thus challenging to manage. Particularly with ascending IMHs, the high morbidity and mortality associated
with a delay in surgical intervention makes timely diagnosis a priority. Most patients present with a sudden onset of chest pain
or a mechanism sufficient to cause the suspected injury, such as trauma. Ultrasound and computed tomography (CT) imaging in
patients with IMH demonstrate a peri-aortic asymmetric density, either within a focal segment of the aortic wall or completely
surrounding the aortic lumen. Intravenous contrast may be used to differentiate intraluminal thrombus and peri-aortic thoracic
soft tissue tumors or lymphomas, which will often contrast-enhance. The differential diagnosis in patients with suspected IMH
includes: aortic dissection, thrombus, intra-thoracic soft tissue tumors, and lymphoma. Echocardiography, CT, and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) are useful in better characterizing a suspicious lesion, its location, and guiding management (surgical
versus medical). However, despite the advances in imaging technology, limitations remain in diagnosing a suspected aortic IMH
or dissection. Complex medical and surgical histories and non-specific symptoms can present further challenges.
In this case, we report a 74 year old female with peri-aortic lymphoma who presented with imaging features most suggestive of an
ascending aortic IMH. Our patient presented without symptoms. Multiple imaging modalities demonstrated features more commonly associated with IMH than lymphoma. Focal, asymmetric wall thickening seen both on ultrasound and CT/MRI were most
consistent with IMH. Features typically seen with thoracic lymphomas, such as significant lymphadenopathy, pleural effusions,
and contrast enhancement, were absent.

Case Report
A 74 year old female with a remote past medical history of T-Cell lymphoma, in remission for 25 years, and a recent diagnosis of
B-Cell lymphoma, was admitted to the hospital after an incidental finding of focal, asymmetric aortic wall thickening. An ascending intramural hematoma was suspected based on the appearance from an elective CT scan performed for staging of her B-Cell
lymphoma. Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) (Figure 1) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) were performed to
confirm the location and further characterize the lesion and demonstrated circumferential, but asymmetric soft tissue thickening
surrounding the aorta. MRI (Figure 2) imaging demonstrated eccentric wall thickening with degradation product, suggesting
hemorrhage or hematoma. All imaging modalities demonstrated thickening of the ascending aorta most consistent with intramural hematoma. No clear dissection planes or entry/exit sites were able to be identified. Cardiothoracic surgery was consulted and
the patient was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) for aggressive blood pressure control. The patient had been asymptoAnnex Publishers | www.annexpublishers.com
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matic, and denied chest pain, shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion, or neurologic symptoms.

Figure 1: Transthoracic echocardiogram in the parasternal long axis view identifies the left ventricle (LV), right ventricle (RV),
left atrium (LA), and proximal aorta (AO). The aortic wall is abnormally thick (arrows) consistent with intramural hematoma.

Figure 2: MRI post-contrast T1 fat-saturated weighted image. Eccentric wall thickening of the aorta (AO) with degradation
products consistent with hemorrhage or hematoma (arrows).
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Due to concern for rupture, our patient was taken to the operating room for planned resection and repair of the ascending aorta.
In the operating room, however, an absence of blood was noted in the pericardial space and the ascending aorta appeared to be
encased in thick interstitial tissue consistent with periaortic lymphoma from approximately 1 cm distal to the aortic annulus to 5
cm proximal to the takeoff of the innominate artery. Intra-operative biopsies were obtained and sent to pathology to confirm the
suspected diagnosis. Final pathology did not confirm active lymphoma but a mixed inflammatory infiltrate, likely residual tissue
from her previously treated lymphoma. The planned operation was terminated, and the patient was taken back to the ICU for
monitoring. The remainder of her hospital course was unremarkable. She recovered as expected and was able to be discharged to
her home on postoperative day four. Over one year later, she remains asymptomatic.

Discussion
This case describes a patient with a known history of lymphoma, who presented with radiologic evidence of intramural hematoma.
Intrathoracic lymphoma most commonly presents with pleural effusions, thoracic lymphadenopathy or pulmonary masses. Extrapleural involvement is an uncommon radiographic feature [1,2]. Case reports of periaortic lymphoma mimicking descending
aortic aneurysm [3], or causing descending aortic dissection [4], have been described.
Intramural hematomas are most frequently seen in patients who present with acute aortic syndromes. Their management, however,
remains controversial. The natural evolution of an IMH is poorly understood, but is thought to be secondary to vasa vasorum rupture, causing localized hematoma within the media of the aortic wall. Ongoing bleeding or resorption of this blood can eventually
result in frank aortic dissection and/or aortic rupture. Previous authors have quoted a mortality of 33-60% for patients presenting
with ascending aortic intramural hematomas [5] and a progression of IMH to frank aortic dissection or aortic rupture in 20-47% of
patients [6]. Regression of the IMH can occur but cannot be predicted and is much less common [7]. Because of this, early surgical
intervention has been advocated as the standard of care for patients found to have IMH of the ascending aorta radiographically [8].
Some have advocated for the role of medical management in selected patients, even with IMH of the ascending aorta [9]. The high
incidence of persistence or progression of the IMH (81% in one study [10]) and a lack of reliable factors predicting either early or
late progression have led most to recommend aggressive, early surgical management of IMH involving the ascending aorta. IMH
of the descending aorta, however, have a much lower mortality and risk of progression and can be managed medically in selected
patients[5].
In our patient, the recommendation for surgical intervention for presumed IMH despite her lack of symptoms was based primarily on this concern for progression to dissection or rupture, given its imaging findings and location. In fact, a retrospective review
demonstrated that more than 6% of patients with acute aortic dissection may present without chest or back pain[11]. In addition, it
was shown that painless acute aortic dissection was associated with a delay in diagnosis and higher in hospital mortality, highlighting the importance of timely diagnosis and treatment.
Previous case reports of tumors mimicking aortic dissections or aneurysms have been reported [12-14], although most have been
prior to the availability of high-resolution CT or MRI. In cases with unusual presenting symptoms or an unreliable history confirmatory imaging is critical to establishing the correct diagnosis and avoiding unnecessary surgery. Despite reported specificities
of up to 100% for modern imaging modalities in the diagnosis of aortic dissection [15], case reports of false positive CT scans later
shown to be artifact on confirmatory imaging, exist [16]. In one case, exploratory thoracotomy was required to definitively differentiate between suspected neoplastic disease and aortic dissection, despite multiple CT and MRI imaging studies [17].
Imaging features differentiating IMH from periaortic lymphoma, or other causes, have been the lack of contrast enhancement in
IMH, whereas lymphoma typically demonstrates enhancement on CT and MRI. However, in this case, the lack of contrast enhancement despite CT angiography (CTA) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) did little to identify the cause of the aortic
mass. In one paper, fludeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) CT was used to confirm suspected peri-aortic
lymphoma in a man presenting after a motor vehicle accident with chest pain and imaging concerning for IMH [18].

Conclusion
Diagnosing a periaortic mass can be difficult despite the widespread availability of complex and high resolution imaging modalities. In the setting of conflicting clinical and radiographic pictures, and complex past medical and surgical histories, there remains
a concern for progression without timely intervention. While neoplastic disease surrounding the descending thoracic and abdominal aorta have been known to occur, and mediastinal tumors have been known to cause symptoms that mimic aortic dissection
clinically, we are unaware of any cases of neoplastic disease causing radiographic features which mimic intramural hematoma or
type A dissection.
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In our patient, despite her known lymphoma and lack of an acute aortic syndrome on presentation, CT and MRI imaging demonstrated an asymmetric periaortic mass which lacked contrast enhancement, making her diagnosis challenging. When considering
the differential diagnosis of an ascending periaortic mass, life threatening causes such as intramural hematoma, aortic dissection,
and aortic rupture must be ruled out. Confirmatory imaging may help minimize false positive imaging findings in patients where
the diagnosis remains unclear but, as in this case, may not definitively rule in or rule out a life threatening disease process. A lack
of chest or back pain occurs in a small, but substantial subset of patients presenting with aortic dissections and can lead to a delay
in diagnosis and poor outcomes.
It remains the opinion of the authors that suspected or confirmed ascending aortic intramural hematoma should be managed
similarly to type A aortic dissections, with timely surgical intervention. Primary or secondary periaortic lymphoma must be considered, particularly in a patient with a known history of malignancy who presents without clinical symptoms. In a clinically stable,
asymptomatic patient, FDG-PET/CT may help to differentiate between IMH and lymphoma.
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